
Introducing SukiWin: 
The Revolutionary New Crypto Meme Token

SIntroducing SUKIWIN: the revolutionary crypto meme token aiming to take the blockchain by
storm!

SUKIWIN is more than just another meme coin. Inspired by the Japanese phrase “SUKI,” which
translates to “like” or “love,” and featuring the maneki-neko symbol for “fortune,” SUKIWIN is a
playful and fun way to bring good luck to its holders and their portfolios.

With its unique talisman-like qualities, SUKIWIN is more than just a fleeting trend. It’s a token
that can be sent to friends and loved ones to wish them prosperity and fortune. In essence,
SUKIWIN is a symbol of hope and positivity that will endure for generations to come.

Built on the powerful BNB blockchain, SUKIWIN offers its owners the exclusive opportunity to
participate in lotteries/raffles that are only available to fellow SUKIWIN holders. By holding the
token, you not only stand a chance to win exciting prizes but also increase your token holdings.

In addition to these benefits, SUKIWIN also provides its holders with access to other exclusive
promotions. Currently, we are partnering with multiple crypto-gambling platforms and other
services to offer our token holders special rewards, discounts, and other unique offers.
Additionally, SUKIWIN offers a staking program with high yields as a way to further reward and
incentivize holders for their loyalty and support.

Introduction

The team behind SukiWin is composed of highly experienced professionals in the cryptocurrency
field. With a track record of building platforms such as cryptocurrency gambling sites, exchange
and wallet services, as well as other technical solutions like scripts and tools, our team is
composed of developers, entrepreneurs, and trading experts who have been living with
cryptocurrencies since 2012.

Team 

https://sukiwin.com/lotteries/
https://sukiwin.com/staking/


Binance Smart Chain | BEP-20
Contract: 0xf041a35049f1609e77afb02c573739af73efd532
Date Deployed: Mar-15-2023 15:33 GMT
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 sukiw
Circulating Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 sukiw
Decimals: 18

Token details

Team members

Our team is a diverse and dynamic group of passionate cryptocurrency enthusiasts and
experienced developers. We bring together a wealth of knowledge and expertise from various
backgrounds, united by a shared passion for innovation and cutting-edge technology in the
crypto space.

 Manuel Morris - Founder (36)
Stefan Higgins - DeFi/Blockchain developer (35)
Daniel Klein - Developer (29)
Kasem Sangthong - Developer (31)
Zuzanna Lewandowski - Marketing (44)

 

At SukiWin, our goal is to establish our token as a popular meme token that brings fun and joy
to every crypto portfolio. We believe in the power of positivity and a welcoming approach to
attract new people to the world of cryptocurrencies. Our community will play a key role in
holding the majority of the token, ensuring that it remains stable, independent, and free from
manipulation by large holders or "whales". By prioritizing the needs and interests of our
community, we aim to build a strong and sustainable ecosystem around SukiWin.

Goal
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Launch the SUKIWIN token and spread the word about its unique qualities and exclusive
opportunities for holders.
List SUKIWIN on all major ticker sites to make it easy for everyone to track their investment,
no matter how big or small.
Build a community of 5k+ users who hold onto their talisman token and spread the love to
others.
List SUKIWIN on Pancakeswap, followed by Uniswap, to make it accessible to everyone,
even without a trading/exchange account.

List SUKIWIN on 3-5 popular exchanges with high volume for meme tokens and a strong
community.
Hire additional staff from the community to take care of specific country or language
communities.

Surprise holders and friends of the token who are struggling in their lives with help such as
donations, resources, or other forms of assistance.
Use SUKIWIN to make a positive impact on people’s lives and support good causes.
Prepare to hand over control of everything to the SUKIWIN community, so that the token
can be entirely driven by the community.

the SUKIWIN Roadmap, outlines our plan for the future of the talisman-like token that brings
good luck and prosperity to its holders.

Phase 1:

Phase 2:

Phase 3:

We are committed to realizing this roadmap and making SUKIWIN a valuable asset for its
holders and the wider crypto community. 

Roadmap
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